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the rim.   Let (I, m, n) be the direction cosines of the normal to dS, the theorem
then asserts that       j(Pl+Qm + Itn)dS=S(Xdx4-Ydy + Zdz)......................(4).
That side of S is called the positive side towards which the normals (I, m, n) are drawn. The line integral is to be taken clock-wise when viewed from the positive side.
If we construct an infinitely small sphere whose centre C is at (xyz), the components of the vector (X, Y, Z) at the point #+£, y + o?, z + £ are by Taylor's
The sum of the moments of the vector round a parallel to the axis of z drawn through C, taken for every element of volume dv of the sphere, is
where %vW has been written for the equal integrals j£2cfa;, ^rfdv. It is obvious that in a sphere $%r]dv = Q, j££rfv=0, &c.=0.
It follows that if (X, Y, Z) are the components of one vector, (P, Q, E) are the components of another vector connected with the former at every point by a geometrical relation which is independent of all coordinates.
We shall now prove that the theorem (4) is true for any area which is so small that it may be regarded as plane. Taking the plane of xy to contain the area, we
have                      §RdS= I I (-7— •
where the third expression follows from the second by an integration between limits in the manner described in Art. 149. Thus, if AB, drawn parallel to x, cut
/* C fJV the rim in A, B,   I I j^dxdy=f(Yjj-YA)dy.    But at B, dy is positive and at A
dy is negative, hence taking the integral round the rim and therefore giving dy its proper sign, this becomes $Ydy. Since £=0, m=0, n=l and dz=Q, this equation asserts that the flux of the vector (P, Q, E) parallel to the positive direction of the axis of z is equal to the line integral round the rim taken clock-wise.
To prove the theorem for a surface of finite size we add the results obtained for each element of area. Let two adjacent elements meet along the arc AB. When integrating round each element we pass over AB in opposite directions so that the signs of dx, dy, dz in one integration are opposite to those in the other. The sum of the integrals may therefore be found by integrating round both elements as if they were one, omitting the arc AB. The same reasoning applies to all the elements and the sum of the line integrals may be found by integrating round the rim.
The surface integrals of the vector (P, Q, R) taken over two surfaces bounded by the same rim are each equal to the same line integral. Hence the surface integral of the vector (P, Q, 11) for any closed surface is zero. This also follows at once from the extension of Gauss' theorem, for the vector (P, Q, R) as defined by (3) evidently satisfies the condition (2).
The following results show how some volume integrals can be replaced by surface integrals.
(1)    The volume of a solid enclosed by a surface S is \JV cos fido- where d<r is an element of the surface, and <j> is the angle the outward normal at da makes with the radius vector produced.    [Gauss.]
(2)    The potential at the origin, of the solid (if of unit density) is *, [Smith's Prize, 1871.]

